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Linxx Global Solutions
Linxx Global Solutions, Inc. (Linxx), a service-disabled veteranowned business until the spring of 2015, has offices across the
United States. Our growing business operations are managed from
our corporate headquarters in Virginia Beach, Virginia. Over the
last 9 years, Linxx has offered a wide range of educational, training,
professional, and program management services around the world.
We support all branches of the Department of Defense (DoD), the
Department of State, the intelligence community, U.S. Department
of Homeland Security, and other federal, state, and local agencies.

Security Services Support
Linxx provides comprehensive consulting, assessment, training and
direct security services support for the DoD, all federal agencies,
and large U.S. corporations. We have extensive past performance
successfully delivering security services to include: provider of
the U.S. Navy’s counter-piracy training since 2006, ITAR sensitive
inventory control in support of U.S. Army GWOT aviation initiatives,
security assessment support for the 2004 Athens Olympics, armed
security services for NASA, and several significant commercial
client contracts worldwide. Linxx employs a comprehensive client
requirements process approach that allows us to quickly target key
challenges. Our offerings can be holistic and purchased turn-key or
selected as needed.
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Comprehensive Services

Security Exercise Support

Linxx delivers cutting edge security training across the United States

Once a security team is trained and all security systems are

and worldwide. Originally focused on maritime challenges, Linxx

effectively integrated, it is prudent to test and assess the overall

has broadened our base to include all types of infrastructure on

security capability through the use of exercises. Exercises are

land or at sea. We also provide exceptional service to commercial

scripted, tightly controlled events that illuminate weak points. They

enterprises and corporate facilities. Linxx can assist our clients

also highlight challenges in integration between various security

in assessing their level of competency against the context of

systems and communications shortfalls. These events can be

their specific environment and mission. Training, education, and

limited in scope to one system or include any or all of the integrated

exercise support all combine to improve performance and increase

security elements. Exercises can be scheduled routinely, executed

an organization’s return on their security investment.

as no-notice drills, or test a facility against a specific corporate or
U.S. Government standard.

Security Training Support

• Security readiness exercises (comprehensive or by

Sound security is built on a foundation of professional training.
Security awareness training for all people in an organization, in
addition to unique training for guard force personnel, security
technology operators, security leadership, is critical to success.
Linxx has trained over 40,000 security professionals in all
aspects of maritime and land based security operations. Training
includes proficiency in all weapons, equipment, vehicles, and
communications normally associated with professional security

security system)
• Scenario based exercises (validation testing or threat driven)
• Incident management exercises (physical reality based or 		
table top)
• Gap assessment in accordance with U.S. Government 		
standards

Summary

operations.

Linxx is a well-run, lean company with an excellent past

• Non-lethal and less than lethal technology

performance record. The value we deliver to our customers

• Guard force procedures and planning

can be summed up in one word: commitment. We are

• Special security and communications equipment

dedicated to improving the security of America and her allies

• Security mobility (maritime and ground transport)

through insightful analysis, creative product development,

• Weapons safety and proficiency

and exceptional customer service. To that end, we employ a

• Security management (executive orientation through 		

large number of former service men and women who leverage

shift supervisor)

their considerable experience and knowledge to accurately
address the challenges facing our U.S. Government and
corporate customers. In addition to these talented veterans,
Linxx employs intelligent, business-minded professionals
who understand program management, risk mitigation, and
quality assurance. Our service offerings are divided into two
categories: Security Services and Training Services.
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